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1. INTRODUCTION
We present observations of three Neptune central flash

During the past two decades, Neptune’s path in the skyevents: the 20 August 1985 occultation of n39 from the Euro-
has traversed dense star fields of the Milky Way, resultingpean Southern Observatory (ESO), the 12 September 1988 oc-
in many high quality stellar occultations. Under rare cir-cultation of N51 from Pic du Midi, and the 8 July 1989 occulta-

tion of N55 from ESO. From simultaneous fits to the three cumstances, the star may appear to pass almost directly
central flash lightcurves, we determine the shape of Neptune’s behind the center of Neptune. In this configuration, the
limb, and show that winds near the 0.38-mbar level have de- planet’s atmosphere acts like an enormous lens, and focus-
cayed to about Q0.6 6 0.2 times their strength at 100 mbar, ing by the nearly spherical limb produces a ‘‘central flash,’’
assuming that the latitude-dependence of the stratospheric or momentary brightening, during mid-occultation. Sincewinds follows the zonal wind profile of L. A. Sromovsky et al.

the focal pattern of the atmospheric lens depends quite(1993, Icarus 105, 110–141). From the measured decay of winds
sensitively on the shape of the planetary limb, which is inwith height, we find that the average vertical shear in the zonal
turn affected by zonal winds, it is possible to determinewind between 100 and 0.38 mbar is very close to the Voyager
the nature of planetary stratospheric winds from centralIRIS results for the 30- to 120-mbar region (B. J. Conrath

et al., 1989, Science 246, 1454–1459), at the latitudes to which flash observations. This technique has been applied to Ti-
the central flashes are most sensitive. We also determine the tan (Hubbard et al. 1993) and to Saturn (Nicholson et al.
shape of the limb at the 0.7-mbar level from the ‘‘half-light’’ 1995a), and here we extend the method to determine Nep-
points of the atmospheric immersion and emersion light curves tune’s stratospheric zonal wind profile from a joint analysis
of five stellar occultations by Neptune. The winds in this pres- of three central flash occultations: the 20 August 1985
sure regime have decayed to Q0.17 times their strength at the

occultation of star n39, the 12 September 1988 occultation100-mbar level, and the vertical shear in the zonal wind as
of N51, and the 7/8 July 1989 occultation of N55.determined from the thermal wind equation and Voyager IRIS

Neptune has extremely strong differential rotation atmeasurements extends essentially unchanged all the way up to
the cloud-top level, as determined from tracking of cloudthe microbar level of the stratosphere. Alternatively, a simple

oblate model fit to the planetary limb gives an oblateness of features in Voyager 2 images (Sromovsky et al. 1993), and
« 5 0.0180 6 0.0010 and an equatorial radius of re 5 Voyager IRIS observations indicate that Neptune’s zonal
25262.7 6 3.5 km. The corresponding rotation period is winds decay with height at the 30- to 120-mbar level (Con-
16.59 6 0.92 h, quite similar to that of Neptune’s deep interior rath et al. 1989), as is the case for the other giant planets
(16.11 h). This near corotation suggests that there is some cou- (Hanel et al. 1981, 1982, 1986, Flasar et al. 1987). However,
pling between Neptune’s interior and the upper stratosphere,

the vertical extent of the differential rotation in Neptune’seven though the intervening atmosphere between the cloud
stratosphere has not previously been determined. Al-deck and the stratosphere has strong retrograde flow.  1998

though the n39 event has been investigated by LellouchAcademic Press

et al. (1986) and Hubbard et al. (1987), they fitted simple
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oblate limb models to the central flash lightcurves and did
not attempt to determine the differential rotation of the
atmosphere. By combining three central flashes with two
additional multiple-station occultations, we have extended
their results to determine the zonal wind profile of Nep-
tune’s stratosphere at the p1-mbar regime probed by the
central flash and in the p1-ebar region sampled by the
atmospheric occultations.

In Section 2, we summarize the central flash observa-
tions, and in Section 3 we determine the occultation geome-
try from fits of Neptune’s limb to the times of disappear-
ance and reappearance of the star behind the planet. We
construct central flash models for the observations in Sec-
tion 4, using the observed zonal wind profile from Voyager
cloud motion studies as well as direct retrieval of the zonal
winds from the central flash observations themselves.
These results demonstrate that the winds decay with
height, and in Section 5 we calculate the corresponding
vertical shear in the zonal wind in the stratosphere. We fit
an oblate limb model to the atmospheric occultation data
and show that the winds in the microbar region of the
atmosphere are nearly in corotation with the deep interior
of the planet. Finally, in Section 6, we present our conclu-
sions.

2. OBSERVATIONS

Figure 1 shows the occultation tracks for the three cen-
tral flash occultations, and the observations are shown in
Fig. 2, with the entire lightcurve for each event at left and
the higher resolution central flash lightcurve at right. In
the case of the N51 event, the observed signal reached
40% of the full signal from the unocculted star, with appre-
ciable but more moderate central flashes for the other
two occultations.

2.1. The 20 August 1985 Occultation of n39
FIG. 1. The apparent path of the occultation star relative to NeptuneThe Neptune occultation of this very bright (K 5 6.4) is shown for observers of the n39, N51, and N55 occultations. The Adams

star, designated n39 on an unpublished prediction list of ring is included to illustrate the orientation of Neptune’s pole and the
P. Nicholson, was observed simultaneously from ESO and declination of Earth at the time of the occultation. For each event, a

central flash was observed along the chord passing closest to the geometricCTIO in Chile and featured a very prominent central flash.
center of the planet (marked by a ‘‘1’’). Tick marks along the paths areLellouch et al. (1986) and Hubbard et al. (1987) described
15, 30, and 10 min apart for the n39, N51, and N55 events, respectively.the observations and their determinations of the oblateness

of Neptune’s limb from model fits to the flash profiles. The
detailed differences between the CTIO and ESO light-

2.2. The 12 September 1988 Occultation of N51
curves were studied by Hubbard et al. (1988) to determine
properties of scintillation by Neptune’s atmosphere, but The occultation of N51, from the prediction list of Mink

and Klemola (1985), was exceptional because of the star’sthese subtle differences are not essential for our present
purposes, and we have used only the ESO data for the brightness (I 5 11.4, K 5 6.8) and the low sky-plane veloc-

ity of the event (v 5 3.2 km s21). At the same time, however,n39 event. The central flash is characterized by a sharp,
symmetric intensity peak, reaching 20% of the full stellar Neptune was at very high airmass during the observations,

which somewhat degraded the quality of the lightcurvesintensity at about 5.92 UT (Fig. 2), rising above a broad,
asymmetric pedestal of Q10 min duration, corresponding (see Sicardy et al. (1991) and Roques et al. (1994) for

additional details). The observations were carried out usingto Q6000 km along the occultation track.
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FIG. 2. (Top row) The 20 August 1985 occultation of n39 as observed from ESO, with the entire lightcurve shown at left at a time resolution
of 5 s, and an expanded view at right of the central flash region at 2 s resolution. (Middle row) The 12 September 1988 occultation of N51 as
observed from Pic du Midi (OPMT). On the left is the normalized lightcurve for the central flash and atmospheric emersion, at 15 s resolution,
and at right is the central flash at 5 s resolution. (Bottom row) Lightcurve for the 8 July 1989 occultation of N55 as observed from ESO at 5 s
resolution (left) and the central flash region at 2 s resolution (right).

a two-channel GaAs aperture photometer on the 2-m Pic ily to Neptune. Observations began during twilight, after
atmospheric immersion had already taken place. To obtaindu Midi telescope. The signal channel, centered at the

0.89-em methane band, was sensitive to the star, and a a normalized lightcurve, the signal channel at full resolu-
tion (20 Hz) was divided by the control channel, averagedcontrol channel, centered at 0.75 em, was sensitive primar-
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over 5 s to suppress photon noise.1 This resulted in a tained from fits of an isothermal atmosphere model to the
available immersion and emersion occultation data. For asmoother lightcurve, to which fourth-order polynomials

were fitted. For the data after atmospheric emersion, the single-station occultation, the half-light times provide two
degrees of freedom from which f0 and g0 may be found,polynomial was divided by a constant factor so that it

connected smoothly with the fitted polynomial before but one must assume a particular shape of the projected
planetary limb. In the present case, we have several multi-emersion. After division by the polynomials and normal-

ization by the full stellar intensity, the final lightcurve ple-station occultations, from which we can determine the
ephemeris corrections f0 and g0 for each occultation andshown in Fig. 2 was obtained. The central flash lasted for

about 10 min (Q2000 km along the occultation track), with the best fitting limb shape.
The shape of Neptune’s stratosphere has been investi-abrupt, asymmetric edges reaching 20% intensity at the

onset and a full 40% at the end of the central flash. gated in this fashion, using the 7 April 1968 occultation of
BD–178 4388 (henceforth designated as n1968; Kovalevsky

2.3. The 8 July 1989 Occultation of N55 and Link 1969, Freeman and Lyngå 1970) and the 15 June
1983 occultation of N30 (Hubbard et al. 1985, French etThe central flash from the occultation of N55 (Mink
al. 1985). These investigators assumed an elliptical figureand Klemola 1985) was observed from ESO under good
for the planet, and determined the oblateness of Neptuneweather conditions, and observations along a more north-
that gave the best fit to the observations. We have extendederly chord were obtained from Pic du Midi (OPMT). Fur-
this approach by including atmospheric half-light times forther details of the observations are presented by Sicardy
the central flash occultations n39, N51, and N55. To provideet al. (1991). The ESO 2.2-m data of this very bright infra-
a basis of comparison with earlier results, we have com-red source (K 5 5.5 and I p 7) have excellent SNR, and
puted the best-fitting elliptical limb model, but we alsoFig. 2 shows the atmospheric immersion and emersion
allow for the possibility of differential rotation when calcu-lightcurves and an extended low-amplitude central flash
lating the planetary figure. We used the JPL DE-130 plane-during mid-occultation.
tary ephemeris (Standish 1990, Standish et al. 1992) and
the B1950.0 star positions as given in Table I to compute3. ASTROMETRY
the sky-plane coordinates of the half-light times given in
Table II. The apparent aspect of the planet at the time ofThe detailed structure of a central flash lightcurve de-
each occultation is defined by the declination of the Earth,pends quite sensitively on the location of the observer’s
B, and the position angle of the projected rotation axispath across the planetary shadow. Consequently, it is im-
of Neptune, P, measured counterclockwise from apparentportant to determine that the occultation geometry as pre-
north, as given in Table I. We used the Jacobson et al.cisely as possible. We adopt the sky-plane formalism as
(1990) post-Voyager model for Neptune’s pole direction,described in Appendix A of French et al. (1993), where
which takes into account the Triton-induced precession,we let f and g be the instantaneous apparent east and north
as discussed by Nicholson et al. (1995b).sky plane positions of the star, respectively, measured from

For consistency with our analysis of the central flashthe predicted center of the planet on the sky as given by
events, to be described below, we adopted a simple modelthe planetary ephemeris. The predicted occultation chord
for the rotation figure of Neptune. Cloud motion studiesfor a given observer is thus the apparent path of the star
(Hammel et al. 1989, Limaye and Sromovsky 1991, Sro-relative to the ephemeris position of the planet, given by
movsky et al. 1993) have shown that Neptune has a strongf (t) and g(t). Because of the large a priori uncertainty in
retrograde equatorial jet and north–south symmetry inthe relative positions of the occulted star and the planet,
the zonal wind (Limaye and Sromovsky 1991), althoughwe must determine the true occultation geometry from the
Voyager observations are limited at some latitudes becauseobservations themselves. We assume that the actual planet
of the fly-by trajectory. There seems to be measurableposition relative to the star in the sky plane is offset from
variability about the mean flow, but in the absence of anythe ephemeris value by ( f0 , g0). For the purpose of de-
more detailed information on Neptune’s cloud motions attermining f0 and g0 , the fundamental observations are the
the times of the occultations, we have adopted the Sromov-sky-plane coordinates of the ‘‘half-light’’ times, t1/2 , ob-
sky et al. (1993) fourth-order polynomial fit in latitude f
to cloud motions from Voyager images (see Appendix A,1 Although Neptune’s near-IR brightness is known to vary due to the
Sromovsky et al. 1993) as a reasonable point of departure:2evolution and transit of bright cloud features across a dark absorbing

background, the central flash has a much larger amplitude and is much
more abrupt than any reported variations due to clouds (see Baines et al.
(1995) for a review). There are no short-term variations in Neptune’s 2 These measurements apply to a height of 50–75 km above the global

mean cloud deck (Limaye and Stromovsky 1991), which itself is at thebrightness in the 0.75-em reference signal near the time of the central
flash, nor in the methane channel at times away from the central flash. p3-bar level (Smith et al. 1989). From Fig. 9 of Smith et al. (1989), we

estimate the pressure level of the measured clouds to be at pcloud QWe therefore consider it unlikely that brightness variations due to cloud
variability are contaminating the central flash light curve. 100 mbar.
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TABLE I
Elliptical Fit to Neptune’s Limb

Star Date Na a(1950.0) d(1950.0) B(8) P(8)b f0(km)c g0(km)c

BD—1784388 1968 Apr. 7 6 15h 35m 50.462s 2178 309 7.940 25.3807 41.7045 211636.6 6 15.2 2187.0 6 32.6
(n1968)

N30 1983 June 15 11 17h 49m 12.291s 2228 89 59.780 218.8404 23.7048 3659.5 6 7.4 21910.8 6 14.7
n39 1985 Aug. 20 12 18h 2m 7.186s 2228 189 10.020 219.8544 21.4895 9774.1 6 4.0 25509.4 6 22.1
N51 1988 Sept. 12 1 18h 29m 46.733s 2228 189 13.140 221.9600 16.5486 3872.7 6 11.0 (2750)d

N55 1989 July 8 6 18h 44m 31.526s 2228 69 32.610 223.0543 13.8138 1618.3 6 5.2 21246.5 6 21.6
Half-light re (km) (25158.7 1 104) 5 25262.7 6 3.5e Oblateness « 5 0.0180 6 0.0010

a Number of half-light measurements for each occultation used in limb fit.
b Position angle of Neptune’s pole, measured counterclockwise from apparent north.
c ( f0, g0) are east and north offsets between the observed and predicted location of the planet in the sky plane relative to the star at the time of

the occultation, measured in apparent coordinates.
d The N51 ephemeris offsets f0 and g0 are not uniquely determined by the fit, since only one half-light measurement exists for this occultation.
e The best-fitting equatorial radius to the sky plane points is augmented by 104 km to correct for general relativistic bending and refraction by

Neptune’s atmosphere.

uSromovsky(f) 5 k1 1 k2f
2 1 k3f

4

(1)
Thus, W 5 0 corresponds to a uniformly rotating planet
(no winds), W 5 1 is the full-strength Sromovsky et al.

5 2389.0 1 0.188f2 2 1.2 3 1025 f4. (1993) profile, and intermediate values 0 , W , 1 represent
zonal wind profiles of the same shape but diminished am-

This representation of the zonal wind implies an infinite plitude.
rotation speed at the poles, and we applied a cosine taper Following the Lindal et al. (1985) prescription, we deter-
at high latitudes (ufu . fmax 5 758) to force the winds to mined the reference geoid for a uniformly rotating Nep-
vanish at the poles: tune with a period of 16.11 h (Warwick et al. 1989), assum-

ing physical constants GMN 5 6.835107 3 106 km3 s22,
T(u(f), fmax . 0) 5 J2 5 3410 3 1026, J4 5 234.7 3 1026, and a reference

radius rref 5 25225 km (Owen et al. 1991). It is important
to recognize that the reference geoid simply provides a
convenient surface with respect to which we calculate devi-5

u(2fmax) cos[90(f 1 fmax)/(90 2 fmax)] f # 2fmax

u(f) ufu , fmax

u(fmax) cos[90(f 2 fmax)/(90 2 fmax)] f $ fmax

6.
ations expected due to nonuniform rotation. In the end,
we utilize the true limb shape, which is the sum of the
geoid plus the deviations. There is no implicit requirement(2)
that the atmosphere actually be in uniform rotation in the
Lindal et al. (1985) development, which assumes only thatOur adopted form of the Sromovsky et al. (1993) zonal
the local perpendicular to a constant potential surface iswind profile is
in the direction of the vector sum of the acceleration associ-
ated with the local gravitational field of the planet (ex-

us(f) 5 T(uSromovsky(f), 758). (3) pressed in terms of its harmonic coefficients) and the cen-
tripetal acceleration associated with the zonal circulation

Since the atmospheric occultations probed the microbar at that pressure level. Our analysis is not sensitive to the
regime,3 we allowed for a possible variation in the strength details of the deep circulation, such as whether or not the
of the zonal wind over this large pressure interval. We atmosphere rotates on cylinders below the cloud deck.
define W(p) to be a pressure-dependent nondimensional The constant potential surface at any given level does not
factor by which the nominal zonal wind profile, us(f), is depend on the zonal flow at deeper levels except to the
scaled: extent that this manifests itself in the zonal harmonics of

the gravitational field. (See Hubbard et al. (1997) for a
Us(p, f) 5 W(p)us(f). (4) detailed discussion of the shape of the planetary limb in

the presence of differential rotation.)
Given an assumed zonal wind with respect to an adopted3 We find p1/2 5 0.7 ebar as a typical value for the pressure of the

uniform rotation period, we can calculate the radius of thehalf-light level, many scale heights above the pcloud Q 100 mbar level
characteristic of the measured clouds. corresponding potential surface as a function of latitude.
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TABLE II
Atmospheric Occultation Measurements

Occ. Obs.a Ev.b t1/2(UTC)c robs(km)d rmodel(km)e u(8) f

n1968 DOD I 15:56:25.5 6 1.3 24964.1 6 22.8 24948.4 239.96
OKA I 15:56:55.5 6 1.2 24940.5 6 21.0 24942.6 240.63
MTS I 15:56:29.0 6 2.0 24866.8 6 31.4 24810.9 256.04
DOD E 16:41:28.0 6 1.0 25112.5 6 17.6 25130.2 113.62
OKA E 16:41:51.5 6 1.0 25130.0 6 17.5 25132.5 113.03
MTS E 16:36:46.0 6 2.0 25204.5 6 31.6 25157.9 22.29

N30 KAO I 14:28:15.11 6 0.30 25166.5 6 10.0 25156.4 13.84
MTS I 14:27:04.87 6 1.52 25091.5 6 35.7 25147.2 28.56
AAT I 14:27:06.62 6 0.27 25154.5 6 10.0 25149.6 27.62
ANU I 14:27:06.92 6 0.57 25148.0 6 13.3 25149.6 27.61
IRTF I 14:24:51.11 6 0.29 25149.7 6 10.0 25157.9 12.24
MKO I 14:24:50.70 6 0.33 25158.2 6 10.0 25158.0 12.23
KAO E 14:59:03.48 6 0.30 24913.7 6 10.0 24888.0 146.67
AAT E 15:00:27.22 6 0.27 25004.7 6 10.0 24985.6 135.45
ANU E 15:00:26.99 6 1.07 24999.0 6 25.0 24985.6 135.45
IRTF E 14:56:15.71 6 0.84 24923.8 6 18.2 24907.7 144.43
MKO E 14:56:17.84 6 1.84 24970.2 6 40.0 24908.1 144.39

n39 CTIO I 5:17:31.7 6 0.2 25083.5 6 10.0 25065.4 225.13
ESO I 5:17:26.8 6 0.2 25079.7 6 10.0 25066.6 224.96
IRTF I 5:28:17.7 6 0.2 25139.6 6 10.0 25140.4 210.82
CFHT I 5:28:16.7 6 0.2 25150.1 6 10.0 25140.4 210.83
WHT I 5:23:05.0 6 5.0 25158.4 6 53.4 25145.6 29.13
LOW I 5:22:18.4 6 1.2 25132.6 6 12.8 25145.3 29.26
CTIO E 6:34:59.9 6 0.2 25101.8 6 10.0 25095.8 120.40
ESO E 6:34:55.4 6 0.2 25104.7 6 10.0 25094.8 120.56
IRTF E 6:41:16.6 6 0.2 24999.3 6 10.0 24980.9 136.00
CFHT E 6:41:17.6 6 0.2 25010.4 6 10.0 24980.9 135.99
WHT E 6:36:17.0 6 5.0 24976.2 6 53.0 24973.5 136.86
LOW E 6:35:43.9 6 1.2 24986.4 6 12.7 24975.6 136.61

N51 OPMT E 21:10:36.05 6 2.40 25065.5 6 10.0 25054.9 126.59
N55 ESO2 I 23:47:30.2 6 1.0 25127.3 6 10.0 25131.0 213.34

ESO1 I 23:47:30.2 6 1.0 25127.4 6 10.0 25131.0 213.34
OPMT I 23:44:30.6 6 1.0 25166.1 6 10.0 25157.7 12.53
ESO2 E 00:22:18.7 6 1.0 25095.4 6 10.0 25088.0 121.66
ESO1 E 00:22:18.7 6 1.0 25095.2 6 10.0 25088.0 121.66
OPMT E 00:16:42.7 6 1.0 24989.0 6 10.0 24976.2 136.49

a Observatory codes. DOD, Dodaira; OKA, Okayama; MTS, Mt. Stromlo; KAO, Kuiper Airborne Observatory; AAT, Anglo-
Australian Telescope; ANU, Siding Spring 2.3 m; IRTF, NASA Infrared Telescope Facility; MKO, University of Hawaii 88’’;
CTIO, Cerro Tololo Interamerican Observatory; ESO, European Southern Observatory 3.6 m; CFHT, Canada–France–Hawaii
Telescope; WHT, William Herschel Telescope; LOW, Lowell Observatory; OPMT, Pic du Midi; ESO2, ESO 2.2 m; ESO1, ESO
1 m.

b Atmospheric event: immersion (I) or emersion (E).
c Estimated half-light time from isothermal fit to light curve. Errors are formal errors of the fit.
d Computed radial distance of occultation point from center of planet. Estimated uncertainty is the larger of 10 km (Q0.25H)

and the propagated radius error from t1/2 .
e Radius computed from the limb shape model of Table I. Add 104 km to the tabulated values of robs and rmodel to correct for

general relativistic and refractive bending.
f Neptune latitude of sub-occultation point.

For convenience, we represent this as a height deviation oid. Although the equatorial jet results in an equatorial
concavity in the relative height with respect to the referencefrom the reference geoid. Representative wind profiles for

a range of wind scale factors are shown in Fig. 3, along surface, the actual limb curvature is positive everywhere.
We began by fitting the sky plane positions of the half-with the corresponding latitude-dependent height above

the reference geoid. The centripetal acceleration associ- light times to the appropriately projected model planetary
limb for a range of wind scale factors. As shown in theated with the zonal winds produces deviations of tens of

kilometers from the approximately elliptical reference ge- bottom panel of Fig. 8 (Section 4.3), the fits are substan-
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FIG. 3. (a) Zonal wind profile for Neptune based on Voyager cloud measurements (solid) and multiplied by scale factors of W 5 0, 0.25, 0.5,
and 0.75. (b) The effect of the zonal wind profile upon the limb shape for the same profiles shown in (a), where the ‘‘reference geoid’’ is the
geopotential surface for uniform rotation (W 5 0).

tially better for W near 0 than for W near 1, with a minimum the best-fitting elliptical limb shape. The uncertainties in
in x 2 for W 5 0.17, indicating that the differential rotation the half-light times s(t1/2) were transformed to uncertain-
at the half-light pressure level is much weaker than at the ties in the half-light radius s(r1/2) from the center of Nep-
cloud deck.4 Since W 5 0 corresponds to solid body rota- tune. We set a lower limit to s(r1/2) of 10 km (approxi-
tion and a limb shape that is very close to elliptical, we mately 0.25 H, the atmospheric scale height), which
next fitted the limb data to a simple oblate model for a experience has shown to provide a more realistic measure
range of ellipticities (see Fig. 13b, Section 5.2). The formal of the minimum uncertainty than the formal errors of the
error of the best elliptical fit is comparable to that for the isothermal fit.
fit with W 5 0.17, and for simplicity we have adopted the For the purposes of modeling the central flash observa-
best oblate limb fit as our astrometric solution for the limb tions, the key results from the adopted limb fit are the
data. As shown in Table I, we obtained an equatorial ephemeris offsets h f0 , g0j for n39, N51, and N55. Note from
radius at the half-light level of re 5 (25158.7 1 104) 5 Table I that there is a relatively small uncertainty in f0

25262.7 6 3.5 km and « 5 0.0180 6 0.0010 for a fit to the (just a few kilometers) and a somewhat larger uncertainty
data of Table II.5 in g0 (a few tens of kilometers). This difference in formal

Representative weighted least squares fits to r1/2(f) are errors is a consequence of the central occultation geometry
shown in Fig. 4 for a range of wind scale factors and for (Fig. 1): a small error in the length of the chord between

atmospheric immersion and emersion results in a relatively
large north or south ephemeris correction (g0). When fit-

4 The minimum value of x2 is less than one. This may be due to the ting model lightcurves to the central flash data, we require
nonuniform distribution of data in the weighted fit, or it may suggest that the assumed geometry of the central flash be consistent
that the adopted error bars of the fitted data have been overestimated.

with the constraints supplied by the limb fits.5 The additive factor of 104 km in re compensates for the combined
The N51 event requires special consideration. Only oneeffects of atmospheric refractive bending at the half-light level (50 km)

and general relativistic deflection of starlight by the planet (54 km). atmospheric event (emersion) was observed, with a fitted
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FIG. 4. Fits to the half-light data of five stellar occultations for Neptune limb models with a variety of wind scale factors, W, and for the best-
fitting elliptical limb shape with oblateness « 5 0.018. Error bars in excess of 625 km are shown dashed to avoid cluttering the figure. The nominal
radii of all points have been increased by 104 km to account for general relativistic and refractive bending.

half-light time of 21:10:36.05 UT 6 2.40 s. From this single flash pressure level.6 Subsequently, Sicardy et al. (1991)
observed the N51 and N55 occultations and concluded thatmeasurement, it is not possible to determine both f0 and

g0 for this occultation. Instead, there is a locus of possible a simple oblate limb model could not be simultaneously
fitted to all three central flashes. Additionally, it was recog-offsets h f0 , g0j such that the planetary limb passes precisely

through the emersion t1/2 sky plane point. We will return nized that central flash observations could be a sensitive
tool for determining differential rotation of a planetaryto this point in Section 4.3 when we consider the geometry

of the N51 central flash. atmosphere. Hubbard et al. (1993) developed an inversion
technique to determine Titan’s zonal winds from a rich set
of central flash observations of the 3 July 1989 occultation4. MODELS OF NEPTUNE’S CENTRAL FLASH
of 28 Sgr, and Nicholson et al. (1995a) investigated the

A central flash is produced by refractive focusing of flickering central flash images of the 28 Sgr occultation by
starlight by the curved limb of the occulting planet. When Saturn to study Saturn’s stratospheric winds. These devel-
the observer passes in the vicinity of the center of the opments, along with the improved determination of Nep-
planet’s shadow, the focusing by the limb compensates tune’s pole provided by Voyager observations, prompted
for the strong defocusing of rays by differential refraction us to search for a model of Neptune’s limb shape at the
perpendicular to the limb, and a momentary brightening pflash level that could match all three central flash events:
of starlight can be observed. In the simplest case, there n39, N51, and N55.
are two stellar images when the observer’s path is outside
of the caustic and four limb images when the observer is 4.1. Effects of Zonal Winds on Central Flash Optics
within the limb focal pattern. The brightness of the individ-

If the focal pattern of the projected planetary limb wereual images depends on the sky-plane separation of the
sampled by a dense set of central flash occultation chords,observer and the image locations compared to the radius

of curvature of the projected limb at the locations of the
images. Lellouch et al. (1986) and Hubbard et al. (1987)

6 For Neptune, we find the pressure level sounded by the rays forming
analyzed the n39 atmosphere and central flash observations the central flash to be pflash 5 0.38 mbar, using Eq. (1) of Nicholson et al.
under the assumption that Neptune’s limb is approximately (1995a), or Q 300 km below the half-light pressure level p1/2 5 0.7 ebar

for a scale height H 5 47.6 km.elliptical, and they determined the oblateness at the central
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FIG. 5. (a) The focal pattern at Earth of Neptune’s limb for wind scale factors of W 5 0, 0.5, and 1.0, and the occultation tracks for three
central flash events. (b) A magnified view of one quadrant of the caustic pattern, showing the effect of differential rotation in Neptune’s atmosphere.

the detailed shape of the limb could be recovered by inver- coordinate system, and the z-axis points toward the ob-
server.7sion. This is the principle behind the Hubbard et al. (1993)

technique, but in the present case the three separate central The n39 chord passes just below the southern tip of the
caustic, resulting in a sharp flash signal near mid-occulta-flash observations do not provide enough constraints to

determine the limb shape uniquely. Before attempting a tion. As the chord crosses the projected equator, there is
a gradual increase in signal as well. The N51 chord inter-full inversion of the observations, therefore, we begin with

the more restrictive assumption that at the pressure level sects the caustic, and when the path lies within the caustic,
there are (in the case of an oblate planet) four separateprobed by the central flash, the latitude-dependent zonal

wind profile is proportional to the pattern found by stellar images visible on the limb at locations whose nor-
mals intersect the observer’s path. The N51 chord alsoSromovsky et al. (1993) at the Q100-mbar level (Eq. (2)).

Our search is for the wind scale factor, W, whose corre- grazes the caustic in the vicinity of the projected equator,
making this event particularly sensitive to the limb shape.sponding limb shape results in model central flash profiles

that best match the observations. In the end, we must The two prominent peaks in the N51 central flash
lightcurve (Fig. 2) occur when the observer enters andassess whether the fit is satisfactory, and if so, to what

extent it is unique. leaves the caustic zone. The more distant N55 chord passes
well away from the caustic, and thus both the intensity ofOur prescription for computing model central flash pro-

files for a specified zonal wind profile is presented in detail the flash and its sensitivity to the exact shape of the limb
are diminished.by Nicholson et al. (1995a) and we will review only the

essential features here. The key determinant of the charac- A magnified view of one quadrant of the caustic is shown
in Fig. 5 (right) for wind scale factors of W 5 0, 0.5, andteristics of a central flash lightcurve is the location of the

observer’s path across the shadow relative to the caustic 1. Note that for the case of uniform rotation (W 5 0),
which is approximately an elliptical limb shape, the polarpattern of the projected limb. The timing and intensity of

the central flash is extremely sensitive to the exact shape and equatorial cusps of the caustic are equal in extent—
approximately 800 km in this instance. To first order, vary-of the planet’s limb, not primarily because of the slight

variations in Neptune’s radius, but rather because the slope ing the oblateness of the limb changes the size of the
caustic, but not its shape. In contrast, as the wind scaleand curvature of the limb, and hence the locations of per-

fect focus, are altered. This is illustrated in Fig. 5, where
in the left panel we show the apparent paths of each oc- 7 It is sometimes conceptually more helpful to think of the caustic as

a fixed focal pattern in space, produced by the star and the planet andculted star for n39, N51, and N55 with respect to the plan-
to imagine that the orbital and rotational motion of Earth carries theet’s center, as projected on the sky. Neptune’s caustics
observer through this pattern. In this view, the solid lines in Fig. 5 repre-are also shown, computed for three different zonal wind
sent the observer path in the shadow plane at Earth, rather than the

models. Here, the y-axis is in the direction of the projected apparent stellar path in the sky plane at the planet. Except for minor
spin axis on the sky and x is the orthogonal sky-plane effects of refraction and general relativistic deflection, the two views are

entirely equivalent.coordinate. The planetary center is at the origin of this
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factor is increased, the retrograde equatorial jet has the
effect of flattening out the projected limb at the equator
(Fig. 3) and moving the tip of the equatorial caustic closer
to the center of the planetary shadow. In contrast, the
polar cusp of the caustic increases in size along with wind
scale factor. Thus, varying the assumed wind strength be-
tween W 5 0 and W 5 1 will transform the caustic shape
between the two extremes shown in Fig. 5. This, in turn,
affects the timing and intensity of the model light curves.

As a central flash occultation proceeds, the number,
location, and intensity of the separate stellar images on the
limb will vary. In the case of the 28 Sgr Saturn occultation
(Nicholson et al. 1995a), the observations were taken with
infrared arrays, and lightcurves for separate individual limb
images could be obtained. This would be difficult to achieve
for Neptune, given its small angular extent. In any event,
the Neptune central flash observations were all made with
aperture photometers, and the central flashes correspond
to the combined intensity of all limb images present at a
given time. Figure 6 illustrates the sensitivity of the pre-
dicted integrated point source central flash intensity to
variations in the wind scale factor. For the n39 occultation,
the central spike of the model lightcurve sharpens and
intensifies with increasing winds. This is because the tip of
the caustic moves closer to the n39 observer path as the
wind strength is increased (Fig. 5). The N51 model central
flash lightcurves vary substantially near 19:05 UT, corre-
sponding to the location along the track where the observer
grazes the caustic. Finally, the N55 model lightcurve shows
a slight enhancement near 00:05 UT as the wind scale
factor is increased. As for n39, this is because the tip of
the polar caustic cusp is closer to the occultation track as
the winds are increased, resulting in more effective focus-
ing by the polar limb. However, the N55 flash is much less
sensitive to the detailed wind profile than n39 and N51
because the occultation path was well removed from the
caustic throughout the event.

4.2. Location of Individual Limb Images

Since the individual images contribute their own signa-
ture to the composite observed central flash lightcurve, it is
useful to study these images in more detail. The individual
model lightcurves for each of the images are shown in Fig.
7 for all three occultations. In the top row, the predicted FIG. 6. The sensitivity of the predicted central flash profiles to the

strength of Neptune’s zonal winds.point source intensity for each image is shown as a function
of time, along with the total intensity of the images. The
locations in latitude of each of the images are shown as a
function of time in the middle row of plots in Fig. 7. The to latitudes between 358 and 658 and between 08 and 2308,

and the N55 central flash to latitudes between 2508 andthickness of each line is proportional to the predicted inten-
sity of that particular stellar image. Notice that each of the 2658. The bottom row of Fig. 7 shows the orientation of

Neptune, its caustic (to scale), the observer path, and thecentral flash profiles is sensitive to different latitude ranges
on the planet. The n39 event is affected most strongly by location of the individual images for the times marked by

the vertical dashed lines in the top two rows of the figure.the winds at latitudes between 608 and 758, the N51 event
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FIG. 7. (Top row) Model central flash profiles for n39, N51, and N55, showing both the light-curves for each individual flash image and the
combined flux from all limb images (the thick-lined top curve in each plot). (Middle row) The latitude of the locations of the limb images, plotted
as a function of time. The thickness of the line is proportional to the intensity of each image. (Bottom row) Earth views of Neptune, showing the
locations of the limb images for each central flash for the times marked by the vertical dashed line in the middle row of plots. The observer’s path
in the shadow plane and the caustic are shown to scale at the center of each plot, and the sizes of the filled circles are proportional to the intensity
of each limb image.

The size of the black dot at the image location is propor- northern latitudes while the broad shoulder in the
lightcurve at 5.97 UT comes from the image at mid-south-tional to the predicted intensity of the signal.

From Fig. 7, we see that there are only two images ern latitudes. The situation for N51 is more complex. Prior
to crossing the caustic at about 19.02 UT, there are twopresent for the entire n39 central flash. This is because the

observer path always lies outside of the caustic (Fig. 5). faint mid-latitude images, but upon entering the caustic
another image appears on the northwest limb at aboutThe strong spike at 5.92 UT comes from an image at high
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1558 latitude. This bright image is responsible for the first where rc is the local radius of curvature of the projected
limb at the location of the limb image, H 5 47.6 km is thebright peak in the observed N51 central flash. It rapidly

separates into two distinct images, one moving across the scale height of the model isothermal atmosphere, r is the
distance in the shadow plane of the observer from the limbnorthern limb of the planet toward the east and the other

moving toward the western equator. Subsequently, the ini- image, and d is the distance in the shadow plane of the
observer from the point of perfect focus. Geometrically,tial pair of faint mid-latitude images brighten, converge,

and eventually merge at about 19.09 UT, as the observer the factor of H/r in Eq. (5) corresponds to the refractive
defocusing of the exponential atmosphere, and rc/ud u repre-leaves the caustic. Thus, the broader feature associated

with the second spike in the N51 central flash comes from sents the focusing due to limb curvature (see Nicholson
et al. (1995a) for additional details). The data sets wereseveral images at once, but primarily from the two co-

alescing southern hemisphere images just prior to their normalized by the full stellar intensity, and were weighted
in the fit by the inverse of the variance in the signal deter-annihilation.

Since the N55 chord is so far removed from the caustic, mined in a quiescent region away from the central flash.
Our model prediction for the observed central flash profileonly two images are present throughout the central flash.

Although their combined effect results in a smooth inten- for a single event is thus
sity feature in the lightcurve, their individual contributions
are quite different. In particular, the high southern latitude

Imodel 5 dI 1 e2t On
i51

Fi , (6)image produces a rather sharp, narrow intensity spike at
about 0.09 UT. As the wind scale factor is increased, this
feature becomes much more prominent.

where we have summed the flux of the individual flash
4.3. Least Squares Fits to the Central Flash Lightcurves images, attenuated by e2t, and offset in normalized inten-

sity by dI.Having established the qualitative characteristics of each
In practice, the dI is quite small and simply representsof the three central flash events, we next describe the

a slight correction to the nominal zero level during theprocedure we used to fit the observations. We began with
central flash. The exponential factor e2t is included to ac-the astrometric solution provided by the adopted fit to the
commodate the observation that all three central flashesatmospheric half-light points. This provided an initial set
are weaker than predicted by a model of a transparent,of planet offsets f0 , g0 to use for modeling the central flash
isothermal atmosphere. Lellouch et al. (1986) regarded thelightcurves. For n39 and N51 the formal uncertainties in
attenuated signal as evidence of absorption by methane.f0 are s( f0) p 4–5 km, whereas s(g0) p 21 km. This tighter
Alternatively, Hubbard et al. (1987) proposed that the ob-constraint on the east–west position of the planet com-
served reduction in central flash intensity is due to a de-pared to the north–south position is a direct consequence
crease in temperature from 150 to 135 K as the pressureof the central flash occultation geometry (Fig. 5). When
rises from 1 to 400 ebar. In principle, it might be possiblemodeling the central flash observations we give ourselves
to discriminate between these two alternatives because ofthe freedom to allow the assumed planet offsets to differ
the different strengths of the CH4 absorption bands at thefrom the nominal values, but not by more than the uncer-
multiple wavelengths of our observations, but we will nottainties given in Table I. For each central flash event, we
explore this issue here.thus have a pair of df0 and dg0 , which represent differential

A final complication concerns the smoothness of theplanet offsets to be added to the nominal f0 and g0 values.
observed central flash profiles compared to the abruptnessFor the N51 event, we constrained df0 and dg0 to the set
of the predicted lightcurves as the caustic is crossed. Similarof possible values for which the atmosphere emersion point
smoothing was evident in the first observed central flash,fell exactly on the fitted limb.
the 1976 Mars occultation of « Gem (Elliot et al. 1977),We fitted the lightcurves by weighted least squares as
and is also evident in the N51 lightcurve (Fig. 2). In thefollows. For a given wind scale factor W, we first computed
28 Sgr Saturn central flash, Nicholson et al. (1995a) alsothe corresponding limb shape at the pressure level probed
found that the model lightcurves had to be smoothed toby the central flash, projected appropriately for each occul-
provide the best match to the data. The required degreetation. The predicted central flash intensity was computed
of smoothing (several tens of kilometers) is much greaterby first finding the points on the projected limb whose
than that required simply by the projected size of the oc-normals passed through each point along the central flash
culted stars at Neptune (a few kilometers). It seems moreobserver path and then determining the intensity F of each
likely that it arises from turbulence or other small-scalelimb image
irregularities in the atmospheric structure. Hubbard et al.
(1988) and Narayan and Hubbard (1988) discuss aniso-F Q

rcH
r ud u

, (5)
tropic scintillation in Neptune’s occultation shadow in the
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context of the n39 occultation. The degree of smoothing
required to match the observations may ultimately provide
a novel and illuminating constraint on the nature of turbu-
lence. However, we have simply allowed s, the width of
the boxcar smoothing function, to be a free parameter in
the fit.

In its most general form, our least-squares fitting algo-
rithm included the following free parameters for each cen-
tral flash profile: sky plane offsets to the nominal atmo-
spheric limb fit (df0 and dg0), the normalization parameters
dI and e2t, and the smoothing factor s. We also allowed
the parameters of the assumed zonal wind profile to be
fitted. In the case of the scaled Voyager wind profile, we
fitted for the wind scale factor, W, although we will describe
other choices later on. The fitting algorithm was designed
to allow the full set of model parameters to be fitted simul-
taneously, but we found early on that the x 2 hypersurface
was not smooth, and that standard gradient minimization
methods would find local but not global minima. Part of
the reason for this can be understood by looking at the
geometry of the N51 flash (Fig. 5). Note that it requires
only a small displacement of the occultation chord south
or east to cause the observer path to cross to the outside
of the caustic and back inside again, instead of grazing the
caustic from inside. As soon as the observer is outside
of the focal pattern, two bright limb images disappear,
resulting in a discontinuous change in the total flash bright-
ness. Such discontinuous flux changes are evident in Fig.
6 (middle) for N51, near 19:05 UT. After experimenting
with simplex methods, we ultimately settled on a time-
consuming but thorough search over a wide range of plausi-
ble parameter values.

We fitted each lightcurve separately, over a range of W FIG. 8. (Top) Results of least-squares fits to the individual central
between 20.5 and 1.5. Each of the central flash events flash lightcurves. For each central flash event, the wind scale factor W
required special treatment. For n39, we found that there was varied between 20.5 and 1.5, and for each value of W, the parameters

df0 , dg0 , dI, e2t, and s were varied to give the best fit to the observations.was a strong correlation between W and dg0 . Geometri-
Here, x 2 is plotted as a function of W. For all three occultations, the bestcally, this is because the north–south extent of the caustic
fits are for intermediate wind scale factors, as marked by the verticalchanges with W (Fig. 5), and moving the observer chord arrows. The n39 and N51 occultations constrain W quite strongly. (Bot-

south or north by dg0 mimics the effect of changing the tom) The solid line shows x 2 for a series of joint fits to the n39, N51,
wind speed. Fortunately, the limb fit to the half-light data and N55 central flash light curves as a function of W. The best fit is for

W Q 0.6, marked by an arrow, with substantially worse fits for W neargave a fairly tight constraint on g0 , and by requiring that
0 or 1. The dashed line shows the results of a series of fits to the half-udg0u , s(g0), this behavior was avoided. In the end, we
light atmosphere data, probing a pressure level of p1/2 5 0.7 ebar, as asimply forced dg0 5 0 and allowed df0 to be a free parame- function of wind scale factor. The best fit is for W 5 0.17, indicating that

ter to allow for a small along-track position shift of the there is less differential rotation at these higher levels than in the deeper
model curve. The best fitting df0 was only 5.5 km, very central flash region, which sounds a pressure level of pflash 5 0.38 mbar.
close to the formal uncertainty in f0 for n39. The results
of this series of fits are shown in Fig. 8 (top), where we
have plotted as a dashed line the x 2 of the series of fits as changes in f0 and g0 . Even though the f0 and g0 were not

uniquely determined from the half-light limb fit, the centrala function of W, the wind scale factor. The fit is best
for W Q 0.5, and is considerably worse for W near 0 or flash profile gave an exceedingly tight constraint. For each

W, we restricted the possible values of df0 and dg0 for N51W . 1. Changing g0 by 621 km (1s) changed the best
fitting W by only 60.05. to lie on a curve such that the single emersion half-light

point was exactly on the limb of the planet, and we com-Model experiments for the N51 event quickly showed
that the predicted lightcurve varied drastically with slight puted a dense set of models along this df0 , dg0 line. For
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TABLE III sensitivity of our fits to different values of W, we have
Central Flash Fit Results plotted the differences between the W 5 0.6 solution and

two other models: W 5 0.3 and W 5 0.9. The top left panel
Parameter n39 N51 N55

shows the global fit to the n39 central flash complex. The
df0(km) 5.5 6 1.4 (24) (0) feature near 6:00 UT was excluded from the fits; it is proba-
dg0(km) (0) (18) (0) bly due to scintillation (see Hubbard et al. 1988) and cannot
dI 20.0082 6 0.0003 20.0363 6 0.0033 20.0007 6 0.0003

be matched by any of our smooth limb models. However,e2t 0.809 6 0.006 0.593 6 0.003 0.69 6 0.01
t (0.21) (0.52) (0.37) the sharp central spike (shown at an expanded scale in the
Smoothing (km) (28) (31) (33) top right panel), the broad shoulder, and the overall shape

Wind scale factor W 5 0.6 6 0.2
of the central flash are nicely reproduced by the model.
Our fitted value of e2t 5 0.809 is in excellent agreement
with the Lellouch et al. (1986) result of 0.8210.21

20.16 (modified
to take into account the difference between our assumedeach W, df0 , dg0 trio, we determined by least squares the

best-fitting values of dI, e2t, and s, and then selected the atmospheric scale heights).
The bottom left panel shows the asymmetrical N51 cen-df0 , dg0 pair that gave the best fit for this W. The solid

line in the top panel of Fig. 8 shows the variation of x 2 tral flash and the best fitting model. Note that the asymmet-
ric shape and the ramped edges as the caustic is crossedwith W. Once again, there is a distinct minimum at moder-

ate wind scale factors, with the best fit at W 5 0.6 and are matched by the model. The systematic variations in
the residuals near 18:55 UT and 19:07 UT are well-removedsubstantially worse fits near W 5 0 and 1. In our fits, we

assumed the same attenuation factor e2t for each of the from the central flash region itself. Finally, the low-ampli-
tude N55 flash is nicely fitted by our adopted limb model,separate images that produced the integrated central flash

signal. It is possible that different attenuation factors are as shown in the bottom right panel.
appropriate for the northern mid-latitude images that pro-

4.4. Direct Retrieval of the Zonal Wind Profileduced the first peak in the central flash and the southern
low-latitude images that produced the second peak (see In our analysis, we have assumed that the latitudinal
Fig. 7). However, we find from numerical experiments for variation of the zonal wind at high altitudes resembles that
this event that the derived wind scale factor is sensitive just above the clouds. The excellent fits to the central flash
primarily to the absolute timing and width of the central data are consistent with this supposition, but the available
flash peaks, not to the amplitude of the flash. (The correla- observations do not exclude other possibilities, since the
tion coefficient between W and e2t is only 0.3.) central flashes are not equally sensitive to wind speeds at

The N55 central flash chord is so far from the caustic all latitudes. As we pointed out above, in principle it is
that it changes only very slightly with df0 and dg0 . For this possible to retrieve Neptune’s zonal wind profile at the
event, we set df0 and dg0 to zero, fixed the smoothing at pflash level directly from the central flash observations them-
a value comparable to that for n39 and N51, and fitted selves, without resorting to scaling of Voyager cloud mo-
only for dI and e2t for each value of W. The dotted line tion measurements from the much deeper pcloud level. If
in Fig. 8 (top) shows the very weak dependence of x 2 on the general shape of the wind profiles were quite different
the assumed wind speed for this event, although there is at these two levels, then the simple one-parameter model
a minimum in the x 2 curve near W 5 0.5. of Eq. (4) would be inappropriate and possibly misleading

Once we had found the best separate solutions for the as well.
individual central flashes, we repeated the process with a To explore this possibility, we adopted two generalized
sequence of simultaneous fits to all three data sets representations of the zonal wind profile. In the first, we
(weighted as previously described), over the same range expressed the wind profile as a series of low-order Leg-
of wind scale factors as before. Table III shows the results endre polynomials:
of our adopted joint fit. The x 2 curve for these joint central
flash fits is plotted as a solid line in the bottom of Fig. 8.
The best fit has a wind scale factor of W 5 0.6 6 0.2, where uLegendre(f) 5 On

i50
ci Pi(sin f). (7)

the error estimate takes into account possible systematic
errors in the assumed planet center positions df0 and dg0 ,

As before, we applied a cosine taper to prevent infinitevariations in the best fitting W for each occultation, and
wind speeds at the poles:the sensitivity of the joint fit to W.

The models match all of the observations remarkably
ul(f) 5 T(uLegendre(f), 758). (8)well. Figure 9 shows each of the flashes, the model

lightcurve from our adopted solution, and the residuals of
the fit plotted below each flash profile. To illustrate the The coefficients ci are the parameters to be determined by
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FIG. 9. Comparison of the central flash observations for each occultation with model lightcurves computed from our adopted fit (Table III)
and residuals. The differences between models with W 5 0.3 and those with W 5 0.9 and the adopted fit value of W 5 0.6 are overplotted on the
residuals to illustrate the sensitivity to W of each lightcurve.

optimizing the match between the central flash models and Whereas for the analytical wind profile of Eq. (4) we had
only one free parameter, the wind scale factor W, in the casethe observations. Even values of i correspond to basis

functions which are symmetric about the equator. As an of the Legendre or Fourier series the parameter space of the
unknown coefficients is potentially quite large. Since we usedalternative basis set, we used Fourier series
an inefficient but thorough search method to avoid settling
into a false local minimum in x 2-space, we restricted our

uFourier(f) 5 b0 1 On
i51

[ai sin(2if/360) 1 bi cos(2if/360)],
attention to low-order expansions that were symmetric about
the equator in order to keep the computation time within(9)
reasonable limits. In Fig. 10, we show the results of our retriev-
als. Quantitatively, the Fourier and Legendre fits had figureswhich, in its tapered form, is
of merit essentially identical to the best fit using the scaled
Voyager results. Our adopted best-fitting scaled Voyager pro-uf(f) 5 T(uFourier(f), 758). (10)
file, used for the models in Fig. 9, is shown as a solid line.
The best Legendre polynomial retrieval is shown as a dashedIn this case, the cosine terms are symmetric about the equator.
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FIG. 10. Neptune zonal wind profiles at the pflash 5 0.38-mbar level, obtained from direct retrieval and joint model fits to the n39, N51, and
N55 central flash observations. All wind profiles have been tapered to zero velocity at the poles. The observed Voyager wind profile at pcloud 5

100 mbar is shown as a dotted line, corresponding to a wind scale factor of W 5 1. In contrast, the winds at the central flash level have diminished
substantially. The best-fitting scaled Voyager wind profile (W 5 0.6) is shown as a solid line. Also shown are the results of two low-order retrievals
of the wind profile obtained without assuming that the central flash winds have the same shape as the Voyager profile. We represented the zonal
wind profile as a sum of the first three even Legendre polynomials, and as the first three cosine terms in a Fourier series, and determined the
corresponding coefficients that gave the best match to the observations. All three of the resulting central flash wind profiles are very similar,
suggesting that the Voyager wind profile is a reasonable representation of latitude-dependence of the zonal flow at the pressure levels sounded by
the central flash.

curve, where c0 , c2 , and c4 were fitted and all other coefficients these results to determine the vertical shear in the zonal
wind and to compare the rotation figure of Neptune in thewere set to zero. The best Fourier series retrieval is shown

as well, with nonzero coefficients b0 , b1 , and b2 . For compari- upper stratosphere to that at deeper levels.
son, the cloud-level Voyager wind profile is shown as a dotted
line. The three wind profiles fitted to the central flash observa- 5.1. Vertical Shear in Neptune’s Zonal Wind
tions are all very similar, showing an equatorial retrograde

The mean zonal flow determined from cloud motionjet and weaker prograde flow at mid- to high latitudes. One
studies is at much deeper levels than the pflash 5 0.38-mbarshould probably not make too much of the excellent
level of the central flash measurements and the p1/2 5agreement among the profiles, since we limited our investiga-
0.7-ebar level of the atmospheric occultations. We cantion to very low-order expansions. Nevertheless, the comfort-
take advantage of these large pressure differences to esti-ing lesson from this exercise is that the general character of
mate the vertical shear of the zonal wind between thethe winds as obtained from the central flash fits does indeed
pcloud 5 100-mbar level and the upper stratosphere. Asresemble the Voyager observations, which were fitted by Sro-
a point of departure, we begin with the Voyager IRISmovsky et al. (1993) to polynomials of even powers of the
measurements of the zonally averaged latitude dependencelatitude, f, and not to an orthogonal set of basis functions.
of the temperature between 30 and 120 mbar, obtained
from spectra over the range between 200 and 400 cm21

5. NEPTUNE’S STRATOSPHERIC WINDS
(Conrath et al. 1989). More recent analysis of the IRIS
measurements has resulted in improved temperature re-The results of our model fits to the central flash observa-

tions show that Neptune’s upper atmospheric winds have trievals, but the general character of the unpublished re-
sults is consistent with the Voyager IRIS team’s initialdecayed in strength from the cloud-top winds. We will use
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FIG. 11. (a) Neptune zonal winds. The solid line shows the observed W 5 1 wind profile at the pcloud 5 100-mbar level from Voyager cloud
motion studies. When this wind profile is extrapolated to the pflash 5 0.38-mbar level, assuming that the Voyager IRIS measurements of the vertical
shear between the 30- and the 120-mbar levels are applicable over this entire pressure range, the implied wind profile is as shown by the dashed
line. The best overall fit from our central flash fits corresponds to W 5 0.6 and is shown as a dotted line. The inferred winds at the latitudes probed
by the individual central flash profiles are shown as symbols, along with their error bars. They lie very close to the extrapolated Voyager profile,
suggesting that winds decay with height between the 30- and 0.38-mbar pressure levels at the same rate as at the deeper levels probed by the
Voyager IRIS measurements. (b) Vertical shear in Neptune’s zonal winds. The dashed line shows the shear profile obtained by the Voyager IRIS
team over the 30- to 120-mbar pressure level, interpolated over the equator and extrapolated to zero at the poles. The solid line shows the inferred
mean vertical shear over the interval between pcloud 5 100 mbar and pflash 5 0.38 mbar, under the assumption that W 5 1 for the pcloud wind profile
and W 5 0.6 for pflash winds. The dotted line shows the inferred mean vertical shear between the pflash and p1/2 levels, assuming wind scale factors
of W 5 0.6 and W 5 0.17 at these two levels, respectively. The symbols show the shear determined from our fits to the central flash light curves,
at the latitudes probed by these observations.

findings (P. Gierasch and E. Ustinov, pers. commun.). Con- factor of W 5 0.6 gave the best match to the data. The
pressure interval from 100 to 0.38 mbar corresponds torath et al. (1989) used the thermal wind equation and the

measured meridional gradient along isobars to estimate the 5.57 H, and we can estimate the resulting mean vertical
shear profile over this interval aslatitude-dependence of the vertical shear in the prevailing

zonal wind. We have used their wind shear profile (Fig. 7
of Conrath et al. 1989), interpolated across the equator du(f)

dz U
0.38–100 mbar

5
u0.38(f) 2 u100(f)
log(pcloud/pflash)H

(11)
and extrapolated to zero at the poles, along with our as-
sumed zonal wind profile at the pcloud 5 100-mbar level,

5 20.072u100(f)/Hto predict the zonal wind profile at the pflash 5 0.38-mbar
central flash level. Figure 11a shows the 100-mbar zonal

for u0.38(f) 5 Wu100(f) 5 0.6u100(f). This is plotted as awind profile (solid line) and the corresponding winds
solid line in Fig. 11b. Similarly, we can compute the mean(dashed line) at 0.38 mbar under the assumption that the
shear over the 6.3H interval between pflash and p1/2 ,30- to 120-mbar IRIS shear measurements can be extended

all the way up to the central flash pressure level. Also
shown is the W 5 0.6 wind profile (dotted line) found from du(f)

dz U
0.7 ebar–0.38 mbar

5
u0.7 ebar(f) 2 u0.38(f)

log(pflash/p1/2)H
(12)

our best joint fit to the central flash observations. In Fig.
11b the IRIS shear measurements are plotted as a
dashed line.

5
20.068u100(f)

H
,

From our central flash fits, we found that a wind scale
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FIG. 12. Zonal winds as a function of pressure at the latitudes probed by the n39, N51, and N55 central flash observations. The winds at the
pcloud 5 100-mbar level are shown as open circles. The vertical shear between p 5 30 and p 5 120 mbar found from Voyager IRIS measurements
is shown as a bold solid line, which is extrapolated to the pflash 5 0.38-mbar level as a dashed line. The filled circles show the inferred wind speeds
from the individual best fits to the wind scale factors for each occultation, and the open squares mark the expected winds at p1/2 5 0.7 ebar for
W 5 0.17.

for u0.7 eb(f) 5 Wu100(f) 5 0.17u100(f). This is plotted as analysis is shown as a bold solid line over the range 30–120
mbar. The dashed line extrapolates this gradient to thea dotted line in Fig. 11b. Since each of the individual central

flash events is primarily sensitive to a narrow latitude range central flash level (pflash 5 0.38 mbar). The filled circles
show the inferred wind speeds from the individual best fits(Fig. 7), we have plotted separately the inferred mean shear

between the 100- and 0.38-mbar levels for each occultation, to the wind scale factors for each central flash occultation,
and the open squares mark the expected winds at p1/2 5using the separate best-fitting wind scale factors for each

event as shown in Fig. 8a: W(n39) 5 0.5, W(N51) 5 0.6, 0.7 ebar for W 5 0.17. In all cases, the decay of the winds
with height is remarkably constant over the p12H intervaland W(N55) 5 0.5. The corresponding zonal winds and

vertical shears are plotted as symbols in Figs. 11a and 11b. between 50 and 75 km above the global cloud deck all the
way up to the sub-microbar level in the stratosphere.To illustrate more directly the variation of winds with

pressure, we have plotted the derived zonal winds at the Ingersoll (1990) discusses the vertical wind shear below
the cloud tops, and points out that the lack of strong latitu-latitude of each flash (Fig. 12). The winds at the pcloud 5

100-mbar level are shown as open circles for f 5 708 (n39), dinal temperature gradients below the cloud deck implies
that the winds are deep. That is, the vertical shear is rela-f 5 558 (N51), f 5 2208 (N51), and f 5 2658 (N55). The

vertical decay of the zonal winds found from the IRIS tively weak in this region. The thermal structure of the
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atmospheres of the four giant planets above the clouds has where re and rp are the equatorial and polar radii, respec-
tively, rref is the reference radius (25,225 km) for J2 andbeen determined from Voyager IRIS data (e.g., Conrath

and Pirraglia 1983, Gierasch et al. 1986, Flasar et al. 1987, J4 , m is defined implicitly by
Conrath et al. 1991). In each case, thermal wind calculations
show zonal wind speeds decreasing with altitude at all

m ; V2s3

GMN
(14)

latitudes. It is possible that frictional drag on the zonal jets
causes them to decay with height. Conrath et al. (1990)
explored the dynamics of the stratospheres of the giant Q

V2r3
e

GMN
(1 2 «),

planets, and found that a key determinant is the ratio of
the radiative time scale to the time scale of dynamical

and s is the average radius.friction. When this ratio is large, differential flow is sup-
Previous studies have assumed that Neptune’s rotationpressed by friction before radiatively induced temperature

figure is oblate, as one would expect for slow, uniformdifferences become large. When the frictional time scale
rotation, but Fig. 3 illustrates that Neptune’s zonal windsis longer than the radiative relaxation time, radiatively
introduce deviations from an approximately elliptical ref-driven differential rotation is not frictionally damped. They
erence geoid computed under the assumption of uniformfound, using a linear radiative–dynamical model, that the
rotation. In fact, it is precisely these deviations which wetropospheric thermal structure and cloud top winds implied
have used to determine the differential rotation from thea frictional damping time scale comparable to the radiative
central flash observations. Earlier, we alluded to the factrelaxation time. Voyager IRIS results show that the ratio
that a simple oblate limb model could not simultaneouslyof these time scales is of order unity for all of the giant
match all three central flash profiles. This is demonstratedplanets, although the reasons behind this are not well un-
in Fig. 13a, where we have plotted x 2 of separate fits toderstood. The agreement between our derived mean verti-
each occultation as a function of the oblateness of the limbcal shear in the zonal wind and the Conrath et al. (1989)
at the pflash 5 0.38-mbar level. The corresponding rotationresults independently supports this result for Neptune.
period from Eq. (13) is included as the upper x-axis of theOur finding of a slow decay of the winds with height
plot. We find that the n39 event is best fitted by an oblate-above the cloud deck, coupled with the presumed depth
ness « Q 0.021, in good agreement with the Hubbard etof the circulation below the clouds, implies that the zonal
al. (1987) determination from fits to the n39 central flashjets are not shallowly confined to the clouds themselves.
observations of « 5 0.0202 6 0.0013, where the latter valueThe strength of the zonal wind and its depth may be re-
has been corrected for the revised value of Neptune’s polelated—both imply that dissipation is relatively weak. Inter-
direction (Nicholson et al. 1995b). However, such a largeestingly, Hubbard et al. (1997) have found similar results
oblateness produces a very poor match to the N51 centralfor Saturn’s stratosphere. By measuring the shape of the
flash, which is best fitted with a limb oblateness of « Qlimb from multiple atmosphere occultations, they find that
0.017. There is no single value of « that produces a goodSaturn’s strong equatorial jet extends essentially undimin-
fit to both n39 and N51 central flashes, even though anished from the cloud deck all the way to the microbar level.
elliptical model does work for the atmospheric observa-
tions at the p1/2 level.85.2. Neptune’s Rotation Figure

From Voyager radio science (RSS) measurements and
Differential rotation at cloud levels is characteristic of cloud motions, Lindal et al. (1990) found the oblateness

all the giant planets, but the decay of winds with height of the 1-bar isobaric surface to be «1bar 5 0.0171 6 0.0014,
suggests that, at upper levels, the atmosphere eventually with an equatorial radius r2 5 24764 6 15 km. Using Eq.
reaches uniform rotation. What is the rotation period of (13) the rotation period P 5 2f/V of a rigid body with
this stratospheric rotation? How does it compare to the this oblateness is P1 bar 5 16.8411.11

20.93 h, consistent with the
rotation of the deep interior, and how is it achieved? We deep rotation period of 16.11 h found from magnetic field
can explore these issues using equilibrium theory. The measurements. The oblateness at the pflash level with the
relationship between the solid body rotation frequency V RSS rotation period is « 5 0.0173, as plotted in Fig. 13a.
and the oblateness « is, to second order (Zharkov and Since the depth of the differential zonal flow below the
Trubitsyn 1974), cloud deck is not known, however, the applicability of a

uniform rotation model is suspect at this pressure level.
From the central flash results, which are applicable to

« ;
re 2 rp

re
Q

1
2 F1 1

3
2

J2 Srref

re
D2GFm 1 3J2 Srref

re
D2G

(13)
the millibar regime, we find that although the winds have

8 As before, the N55 central flash is not very sensitive to the assumed1
5
8

J4 Srref

re
D4

,
limb shape.
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decayed with height, they have not disappeared. On the might expect that the upper atmosphere would rotate more
slowly than the deep interior. A rigid shell with the sameother hand, the limb fits to the half-light data show that

the winds have subsided substantially in the microbar re- total angular momentum as a differentially rotating shell
with a zonal wind profile given by Eq. (3) would have agime. Our formal result (W 5 0.17) is that the winds have

decayed to p17% of their value at the cloud tops, corre- differential rotation frequency dVL given by
sponding to an equatorial rotation period of about 16.52
h, but this assumes that the same shape of the zonal wind
profile extends all the way up from the cloud deck to the

dVL 5
Ef/2

2f/2
us(f)r3(f) cos2 f df

Ef/2

2f/2
r4(f) cos3 f df

, (15)upper stratosphere. A more secure conclusion is probably
that any differential rotation at the p1/2 level is very weak.
If in actuality there is no differential rotation in the upper
stratosphere, so that solid body rotation is reached at the where
microbar level, what is its rotation period compared to
the rotation period of the deep interior? To answer this r(f) 5 re[cos2 f 1 sin2 f/(1 2 «)2]21/2. (16)
question, we performed a series of fits to the half-light
data for a range of assumed limb oblatenesses. The results

Numerically, the corresponding rotation period is 17.92 h,are shown in Fig. 13b, where we have plotted x 2 of fits to
with an ellipticity of « 5 0.0162 at the p1/2 5 0.7-ebar level.the atmospheric half-light data as a function of oblateness
This is a substantially slower rotation period, and lowerat the p1/2 level and the corresponding rotation period.
oblateness, than we infer from the limb fits shown in Fig.The best oblate limb fit to the atmosphere data from five
13b. For comparison, we have also plotted the rotationoccultations (Table I) gives «0.7 ebar 5 0.0180 6 0.0010.9
period (18.87 h) of Neptune’s 400 m s21 equatorial retro-The corresponding rotation period is P 5 16.59 6 0.92 h,
grade jet.which is quite similar to the deep interior rotation period

Another possibility is that solid body rotation in theof 16.11 h. Scaling the formal error in the oblateness to a
upper stratosphere might be achieved by a viscous stresscorresponding formal error in W, we find s(W) 5 0.3 for
proportional to the area-weighted differential velocity,the upper stratosphere.
such as might arise from breaking of waves propagatedThe zonal winds decay with height and converge toward
upward from much deeper in the atmosphere. A rigid,the mean solid body rotation rate characteristic of Nep-
uniformly rotating shell coupled to the underlying zonaltune’s deep interior. What is the mechanism that links the
flow by such a velocity-dependent stress would have adeep rotation of Neptune to the upper stratosphere? The
differential rotation frequency dVshear given byzonal circulation at the cloud levels is primarily retrograde,

implying that the bulk of the atmospheric mass is deficient
in angular momentum compared to deeper layers. There-
fore, if angular momentum were simply redistributed, we dVshear 5

Ef/2

2f/2
us(f)r 2(f) cos f df

Ef/2

2f/2
r3(f) cos2 f df

, (17)

9 This is close to the Hubbard et al. (1987) result of «0.7 ebar 5 0.0194 6

0.0013 obtained from fits to the n39 atmosphere data, where we have
scaled their value to account for the revised geometry of this occultation. with a corresponding rotation period of 17.55 h and an

FIG. 13. (a) Results of a series of fits to each of the three central flash profiles. For each set of fits, x2 is plotted as a function of the assumed
oblateness of the limb at the pflash 5 0.38-mbar level (lower axis) and the corresponding rotation period (upper axis). The n39 central flash is best
fitted by an oblateness « Q 0.021, close to the Hubbard et al. (1987) determination from fits to the n39 central flash observations, labeled as (H87).
The N51 central flash requires a much smaller oblateness of « Q 0.017 to give a good match to the data. The N55 central flash is not very sensitive
to the assumed planetary shape, since the observer path was so far from the caustic. No single value of the oblateness produces model central flash
profiles that match all three lightcurves. The Lindal et al. (1990) p 5 1-bar oblateness measurement, scaled to the pflash 5 0.38-mbar level, is labeled
as (L90). (b) Results of a series of fits to half-light measurements from five occultations, with x2 plotted as a function of the assumed oblateness
of the limb at the p1/2 5 0.7-ebar level (lower axis) and the corresponding rotation period (upper axis). Our best fit is for « 5 0.0180 6 0.0010,
shown as a filled circle. The Hubbard et al. (1987) determination from fits to the n39 atmospheric observations is shown as an open circle and
labeled as (H87). The oblatenesses corresponding to several rotation periods of interest are marked by arrows. The deep interior rotation period
is 16.11 h, close to the 16.59-h period at the p1/2 level implied by our best fit. The upper stratosphere seems to be nearly corotating with the deep
interior, even though the lower atmosphere has strong retrograde zonal flow. For example the cloud-level equatorial jet has a rotation period of
18.87 h. If the angular momentum of the zonal flow at the pcloud 5 100-mbar level were redistributed into a uniformly rotating shell, its rotation
period would be 17.92 h. If instead, an area-weighted stress proportional to velocity were responsible for the decay of winds with height, the expected
uniform rotation period would be 17.55 h.
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